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The Possibility of Gender Equality 

Before I read the essay, “Beside Oneself: On the Limits of Sexual Autonomy” by Judith 

Butler, I thought that the solution to gender inequality was much easier.  I thought that if gender 

equality advocates kept fighting and educating their cause then people minds would change and 

come to a simple understanding.  After rereading Butler’s essay, I realized that society would 

have to undergo a giant social and political transformation in order for equality to exist.  

Changing people’s minds is not a simple task especially when you are asking them to accept 

something that for them is unintelligible. In some people’s mind, a person who claims to be a 

gender other than the norm cannot exist.  I realized that even though the current world depends 

on norms, categories, and structure, in order to achieve gender equality it requires that we disrupt 

all of these— all of what we know—and open up to possibility and change.  The following essay 

will analyze the necessary factors needed to achieve gender equality as well as the limitations 

and difficulties that human society imposes upon the possibility of gender equality. 

The definition of ‘gender equality’ could hold several interpretations but in this essay, it 

refers to not only the human existence of more than two genders but the infinite possibility of 

gender types, combinations, and definitions.  Gender equality will refer to all people living 

exactly as they wish without fear of being socially unacceptable.  Gender equality is everyone 

living and loving without fear of being discriminated against or physically harmed.  Gender 
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equality goes beyond just male and female equal rights to say that however a person defines his 

or her gender or sexuality is to be socially acknowledged and respected.   

Several of Butler’s points discuss the transformation that society would need to undergo 

in order to improve the intelligibility of gender minorities and make gender equality possible.  

While there is no simple solution, it begins with imagining gays, lesbian, transgender people, and 

all other gender minorities as a possibility in this world.  The norms as we know them today do 

not make it easy for new, uncategorized genders to live.  Butler suggests that we do not need to 

rid the world of social norms—because by comparing and contrasting ourselves to norms we are 

able to find our place—but rather make possibility a norm.  Butler states, “The thought of a 

possible life is only an indulgence for those who already know themselves to be possible,” 

(Butler 251)  Gay rights advocates therefore know that their cause could be a reality because the 

fact that they can imagine themselves as equals proves that there is a place in the world for them.  

When I think about it, many gay people have come out and been accepted by friends and family.  

There are many gay couples who walk the street and are not criticized or violently attacked.  

There are gay people who are proud.  As Butler states, “the sense of possibility pertaining to me 

must first be imagined from somewhere else before I can begin to imagine myself,” (252).  This 

is how gay advocates know that equality is a possibility—because in some places it already 

exists. 

Proposing that society be open to the possibility of genders is asking people to break 

down and restructure their views on what is considered a gender.  Butler states, “What might it 

mean to learn to…feel the surety of one’s epistemological and ontological anchor go, but to be 

willing, in the name of the human, to allow the human to become something other than what it is 

traditionally assumed to be?  This means that we must learn to embrace the destruction and 
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rearticulating of the human…” (254). Earlier this year, my thoughts on gender were challenged 

when I met a transgender boy.  I attended a Rainbow Alliance meeting at the University of 

Pittsburgh and was able to hear the “coming out” stories from its lesbian, gay, bisexual, and 

transgender members.  One transgender boy said that when she reached her pre-teen years (she 

was still a girl at the time so for now I will use female pronouns) she suddenly felt a strong 

connection to her brother.  Her brother was almost the only person she hung out with and at a 

time she thought she was in love with him.  Later she discovered that she wasn’t in love with her 

brother, she wanted to become her brother.  She was jealous of his state of being and realized she 

wanted to become a boy.  As I sat their listening, my mind was blown away.  Butler’s earlier 

statement was applied to my life: the transgender boy’s story destroyed my structural 

understanding of gender identity.  At first, it was a bit scary to know that people could feel that 

way.  Even though I was incapable of fully understanding this boy’s situation (and I always will 

be because I will never experience it from his eyes) I found a way to reshape my knowledge on 

gender and sexuality so it included this boy’s existence. I spoke face to face with a person who 

was born one gender and decided to become another, and that is enough fact for me to know it 

exists. 

Not everyone will immediately accept new genders and some may not feel comfortable 

dealing with something they can’t understand.  However, some minds can be changed if they are 

educated about the subject.  An article I read by Annallee Newitz exemplifies how this change is 

possible.  Annallee Newitz  is an American journalist who wrote about the social consequences 

of transgenderism in her magazine “Bad subjects”. The article titled “Gender Slumming” was 

written in 1993, after the post-feminist movement and around the time when transgender people 

were beginning to take a stand.  Newitz’s article demonstrates how when transgenderism was 
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new and not yet understood, people were very freaked out by the idea.  She stated that she does 

not want transgender people to become an official identity because, similarly to what happened 

to feminism and masculinity, it will create a social boundary between gendered and 

transgendered.  She focused mostly on the consequences of male to female transgender and 

claimed that they are men who cannot handle the pressures of what it takes to be a man and 

therefore convert to the “inferior” gender.  Transgender women, Nimitz argued, are victimizing 

women because they assume the role of the stereotypical, traditional woman thus adding to the 

ongoing gender problem.  Nimitz attacked the transgender community and falsely categorized 

them as “sexist men,” (Nimitz). Nimitz made specific accusations with having done no research 

on transgender people or personally speaking with one. Studies done since her article prove that 

her assumptions were incorrect and unfair.  Now we know that to be a transgender is not only by 

choice but an actual psychological disorder in which a person’s physical biological sex does not 

match the gender in his or her brain.  

In 1999, Nimitz wrote ‘A Reconsideration’ to her article in response to many angry 

transgender comments and apologized for her ignorance and transphobia.  She was acting off of 

her own feminist anger rather than researching the facts.  She says while there do exist 

transgender male activists who want to instill traditional female roles, she does not stereotype all 

transgender people under this image.  She is now aware of the variety of transgender people that 

exist.  Her apology proved how unintelligibility can be improved by educating the public on 

transgender issues. Once she learned more about transgenderism, her original opinions was, 

‘destroyed’ and she was forced to rearticulate her thoughts. 

Nimitz was able to learn more about transgender people because of the brave advocates 

who spoke out about their cause.  Her transformation from ignorance to understanding relates to 
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one of Butler’s points on improving gender intelligibility and equality.  Butler states, “in order to 

be oppressed you must first become intelligible.”  There is more than one way to interpret this 

statement but my interpretation is that the genders that are unknown, or in hiding, are not being 

oppressed because a society cannot oppress what it does not know exists.  Butler’s statement is 

arguable because a major reason why there are genders in hiding is because they fear being 

rejected or attacked.  They have seen the mistreatment of gays and lesbians that are ‘out’ and this 

fear keeps them in hiding.  Hence, even though some genders are not a known reality they are 

still in a way being oppressed.  With that said, if gender minorities have any chance of equality, 

they must come out and face society in hopes that by believing in the possibility of their cause, 

they will slowly make progress toward intelligibility and equality.  Even if they are oppressed at 

first, at least they are being oppressed as an existing reality rather than a hidden impossibility. 

Throughout her essay, Butler speaks a lot about what is considered ‘human’ in the social 

and political world.  In the political world, all groups of people are generalized to a category so 

they can be referred to by a name.  My question is; if gay advocates are fighting to be 

recognized, to be categorized within the social and political realm, than aren’t they asking to be 

limited?  By subjecting themselves to the limits of a name or definition, they are in a way, 

eliminating the freedom that comes with being undefined.  Could it be argued that they are 

restricting themselves to a general definition and thus losing a sense of individual depth?  Is it 

even possible to live in this world uncategorized?  In my opinion, it is easier to live in the current 

world under a general social category (and be aware that not all of oneself conforms), than to live 

with no social definition or political importance.  The goal then should be to remain aware that 

political categories will never include everyone and the meaning of the word ‘human’ can and 

will differ depending on the groups, cultures, or genders it is referring too. 
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When I thought about how easy it was for me to accept gender minorities and how, once 

cured of her ignorance, Nimitz was able to do the same, I asked myself the question, why?  Why 

is it so easy for some people to accept gays, lesbians, and transgender people, while others 

immediately turn to hatred or even violence?  Butler answers part of the question in her 

statement, “the person who threatens violence proceeds from the anxious and rigid belief that a 

sense of the world and a sense of self will be radically undermined if such a being, 

uncategorized, is permitted to live within the social world,” (253).  In this quote, Butler is saying 

that people who threaten, hurt, or reject gender minorities fear the breakdown of a structured 

world and refuse to rethink their traditional views of gender.  They want to stay sheltered within 

the intelligible norms and anyone who threatens their sheltered beliefs is thereby punishable.  

The fact that many people fear the unknown is where the movement toward equality is greatly 

challenged and limited.  It makes me wonder whether absolute equality will ever be a reality.  As 

far as any human knows, we have never lived in a completely equal world.  For that matter, if 

total equality has never existed, how do we know that it’s a possibility? 

The entire world would find itself in a very troubling position if it were to attempt to 

open society to the possibilities of gender.  Last year in the Olympics, the world received a taste 

of the complication when the South African Sprinter Caster Semenya was revealed as a 

hermaphrodite.  This female runner has internal testies and no ovaries.  She also has three times 

the amount of testosterone as a normal female.  Even though she identifies herself as a female, 

since the Olympics have a rule that females compete against females and males against males, 

than it posed a complication regarding fairness.  Allowing her to compete as a woman seemed 

unfair to the other competitors given her advantageous male qualities; but she isn’t a man either. 

It’s not like the Olympics can generate a third category because it’s so rare when a 
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hermaphrodite is part of the competition.  The Olympics don’t necessarily discriminate 

hermaphrodites or other genders; it’s just that they categorize humans the same way the rest of 

society does, which is either man or woman.  This doesn’t mean that Semenya should be denied 

the ability to compete and follow her dreams.  She is still a person with feelings, ambitions, 

talent, and rights.  Even though science tells her she has mixed biological parts, she believes with 

all her heart that she is a female—her parents have always believed they have a daughter— so 

what gives anyone the right to tell her otherwise?  Forming a category for those between genders 

is a type of challenge that society would face when restructuring the gender norms. 

It is not only the unbending gender categories that limit society from achieving gender 

equality, but also the violent crimes against gender minorities.  Butler discusses violence and 

grief and how these two things play into intelligibility.  She asks, “If we stay with the sense of 

loss, are we left feeling passive and powerless, as some fear?  Or are we, rather, returned to a 

sense of human vulnerability, to our collective responsibility for the physical lives of one 

another?” (244). I believe the answer to her question depends on the kind of death that occurred 

and the type of person who suffered.  For example, a gay hate crime will often cause people to 

react collectively and make it their responsibility to bring justice to the person’s death, especially 

when the person was harmed for simply existing.  An example of a positive collective change in 

response to grief occurred in Laramie, Wyoming on December 7, 1998.  Matthew Shepard, a 

homosexual, was tied to a fence by two men, brutally beaten, and left to die.  Shepard died in the 

hospital 12 days later.   

His story received huge media attention and inspired millions of people to erase hate of 

all forms.  Shortly after his death, his parents founded the Matthew Shepard Foundation which 

aims to “encourage respect for human dignity and difference by raising awareness, opening 
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dialogues, and promoting positive change.”  Their vision is to “replace hate with understanding, 

compassion and acceptance” (Our).  If it weren’t for Matthew Shepard’s death, the people of 

Laramie, Wyoming might have never known that gender minorities were oppressed and 

discriminated against and they probably never thought a gay hate crime would happen in their 

small town.  But once it did, everything changed.  Suddenly people formed opinions and wanted 

to make a difference in gay discrimination so no one would ever have to experience such a 

horrible loss.   

Although Shepard’s story proves that people can make positive progressions toward 

gender equality, it remains unsettling to know that a hate crime and a death had to occur for the 

change to happen.  Must it always escalate to violence?  Butler similarly states, “The attempt to 

foreclose that vulnerability, to banish it […] is surely to eradicate one of the most important 

recourses from which we must take our bearings and find our way” (244).  When Butler says 

“vulnerability” she is referring to the human’s vulnerability to violence and the burden of grief 

when a human life is lost.  As humans, we all want to avoid violence and grief but at the same 

time, it is because of these two things that we become aware of gay oppression. It would be 

much more difficult for gender minorities to achieve equality if gay hate crimes didn’t spark the 

desire to change.  For that matter, does it mean that every human must personally experience 

grief due to a gay hate crime in order for the possibilities of gender to be fully freed and 

intelligible?  What will it take for people to want to make the change if it doesn’t directly affect 

their life?   

When I asked myself the previous question, I considered that the process of a gay person 

coming out can also bring about change and understanding.  If everyone had a friend or a loved 

one come out as a homosexual; if the issue was brought to a personal level; then people may be 
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more likely to care about gender equality.  Portia De Rossi, an actress and a gay rights advocate 

said during her interview with Oprah, “Hiding your sexuality is the most horrible way to live and 

it really does a huge disservice to society because if everybody who was gay came out, in every 

profession—teachers, doctors—if everybody came out and said ‘I’m gay, who cares’ then it 

would make a big impact to what’s happening with all the teenage suicide” (Portia).  Portia’s 

statement is a very commonly discussed theory by gay rights advocates.  If everyone were 

completely honest and open about their sexuality, we may find there is no majority or minority.  

But why shouldn’t that be the case?  Perhaps we could push human mentality even further to say 

that the goal should not only be for the gender mainstream to acknowledge and accept gender 

minorities, but for everyone to understand that there is no sexual or gender limitations.  There 

would be no majority, nor a category to fit into, nor a reigning gender that defines the normality 

or reality of others.  There would be only the gender you choose to be, which personality fits 

you, and which types of people you are attracted to.     
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